Cellular network data has become a hot source of study for extraction of user-mobility and spatio-temporal trends. Location binding in mobility data can be done through different methods like GPS, service provider assisted faux-GPS and Cell Global Identity (CGI). Among these Cell Global Identity is most inexpensive method and readily available solution for mobility extraction; however exact spatial extraction is somehow a problem in it. This paper presents the spatial extraction technique of mobile phone user raw data which carries the information like location information, proximity location and activity of subjects. This work mainly focuses on the data pre-processing methodology and technique to interpret the low level mobility data into high level mobility information using the designed clustering methodology and publically available Cell-IDs databases. Work proposed the semi-supervised strategy to derive the missing locations thorough the usage of semantic tag information and removal of spatial outliers for precise mobility profile building.
Introduction
Successful extraction of user mobility profile from raw data can open the door of wide range of communication system and applications. Dwell time extraction and significant location finding are two most important prediction parameters in ubiquitous communication and computation. Most of the spatial data based application follow the mixed model based on discrete location and continuous time. So location extraction is of far more important.
Mobile phone data now days became an extensive source of spatial information for the potential applications like advertisement [1, 2] , early warning systems [3] , city wide sensing [4] , pollution exposure, route marking and tracking [5] , traffic management, social networking and community finding [6] . Low level data log of mobile data is interpreted to the mobility information so that it can be used for the extraction of mobility profiling.
For location identification two kinds of technologies are developed indoor and outdoor. While in case of indoor, these are mostly short distance based like Bluetooth, RFID or infrared e.g. Active badge [7] and Active bat [8] . And along with this Wifi [9] can also be a source of geo location provider for analysis and findings, While in case of outdoor most popular are GPS, Assisted faux GPS and GSM. In case of GPS the availability of open space is important and need high power consumption for mobile users along with installation of dedicated receivers. So, most convenient and standardized solution available is GSM (Global system for mobile communication) as it does not require any extra equipment installation being a standard in second generation cellular networks. Methods used in GSM network for location acquisition are Assisted-GPS (A-GPS), Time difference of arrival (TDOA) and Enhanced observed time difference (EOTD) but these all methods need upgrading of mobile handsets and extra equipment installation in the network [10] . And one main problem is that mobile operators do not make the location information collected through these mentioned methods publically available as being critical for their own backbone applications.
So the only choice is to use the Cell Global Identity (CGI) property of GSM network which is easy and readily available for location prediction. Commonly it is meant to be Cell ID positioning which uniquely identify the mobile user connected to the corresponding cell in the GSM network. However this CGI consists of four main head of information i.e. Mobile country code (MCC) assigned to every country, Mobile network code (MNC) assigned to every operator , Location area code (LAC) created by operator for identification of Cells, Cell ID which is given by the Cell to each user connected. So MCC, MNC, LAC, Cell Id provide the unique set of identification for location extraction of any user at particular time span.
As CGI is an approximate location of user which is supposed to be converted to latitude and longitude coordinates so that specific location of mobile user can be traced out, this is a trivial problem. Firstly there is continuous re-labeling and introduction of new CGI because of fast growth in cellular networks. Secondly the network topology is made hidden from the public by the operator so large set of information is hidden for spatial information extraction. Thirdly information retrieved from publically available Cell ID databases is likely to be examined for its precise results. Fourth and last problem is that CGI is 4 header set of information so determination of specific heads in CGI is also important for location extraction as per GSM network architecture.
The above stated problems are the source of noise and outliers in the data so that they are likely to be removed so that the exact results can be extracted from any given dataset for spatial extraction and its usage for potential applications. So the focus of our work is on the extraction of location information thorough GSM data, estimation of missing locations using the semantically tagged location information, prediction and removal of spatial outliers in the data.
Related work
Over the period of time mobility attracted many researchers due to of is potential applications in the real world so lot of work has been done for the retrieval of spatial information and its processing. Like GSM data is used for city wide sensing [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] in these work the basic emphasize was to develop the model for collecting and processing the data from privately held sensors, traffic monitoring system [16] where personal sensors like camera and mobile phones can be used for information capturing, social network and human behavior analysis mining [17] [18] [19] in these projects most important task is related to finding socially important places from the trajectory data and then finding the social relationships among the users. Similarly CarTel system is designed by Hull et al. [20] which works on the basis of installed GPS sensors and cameras on taxi through opportunistic message forwarding. While some of the cell based location data projects [21] [22] [23] [24] are related to the opportunistic message forwarding services depends on the location visited by the user during the mobility.
Zanoozi et al., [23] proposed the cell residence time optimization on through the human mobility analysis while Li et al., [25] proposed a prediction model for cell handover residence time on the basis of Markov model and Kalman filter to predict the next visit of user at a particular location. Akyildiz et al., [26] and Cayirci et al., [27] proposed a user visit prediction model using the direction of motion, speed, current position and history visits for network performance framework designing.
Most important work is done by Musolesi et al., [19] in which mobility models are divided into two categories i.e. called traces and synthetic models; the second modeling is more easily and commonly used because of difficult public data gathering. Gonzalez et al., [28] used 100k mobility data for the pattern analysis of mobile users based on cell location, his work presents the spatial-temporal nature of mobility where significance of locations is calculated and top K-locations are retrieved. Nurmi et al., [29] proposed a clustering technique for finding the significant places from the mobile user mobility traces. They used graph based transition modeling for cell towers network and cell location data for prediction. While Ficek et al., [30] used the Google API for the location abstraction but their work is more focused on the mobility finding rather missing value retrieval.
All of the above mentioned work is related to the mobility analysis but there is no significant work is carried out related to the data pre-processing on the raw dataset. Even if the pre-processing is carried out it is done on the human mobility data carrying the information like duration of stay, time of visit, density etc and most importantly the semantic tagging by the user is initially ignored for preprocessing of the information, while in our work we proposed the methodology to pre-process the raw location data after the deep study of GSM network so that the collected data become cleaned, ready for mobility analysis and outlier free. We considered the semantic tagging by the user over a particular location as a significant parameter beside the salient features of any GSM network. We used the clustering methodologies for data preprocessing by clustering the tagged location and clustering the Location area in a GSM network, this work is focused only on pre-processing for retrieval of missing location values, outlier detection and availability of data for future mobility profile building. Though the proposed methodology is effective for cell oscillation resolution and significant place identification but we will not discuss here as mobility profiling is next task in our framework.
Methodology

CGI information headers
As mentioned the Reality data mining dataset has partial information of CGI i.e. LAC and Cell ID, so it is of obvious importance to determine whether this information is enough for retrieval of approximate location for potential usage.
To understand this we must analyze the GSM network architecture. Due to of space limitation we are not providing detailed analysis but main features would be enlisted here.
Every mobile operator uses its own topology which is hidden from the public usage. To understand the topology of the GSM network operator let us have an introduction to the basics of it. The basic units of any cellular network is Base Transceiver Station (BTS), each BTS creates its own cell which is sectorized to allocate multiple Cell IDs within one cell. Each operator has different setup topology for BSCs connected with MSC, result in different number of Cell IDs in same LAC for each operator. Infact user density determines the LAC size, in urban areas LAC has few Cell IDs while in case of rural areas its much higher. If the number of users connected with MSC goes beyond its capacity this will make a hand shake with new MSC and handover upcoming users. So any GSM cell is uniquely identified by Cell ID in combination with LAC and Country Code. However LAC code is most important for the identification of geo-location in GSM network.
One main characteristic of GSM network is that the cells in GSM network are not of polygon shape, infact they are overlapped because of coverage and tradeoff issues in network. This overlapping is denser in urban areas while in rural areas it can long to Km. But can not be more then the 35Km which is a limitation parameter in any GSM network. This means that even a user is stationary it can be allocated different Cell IDs over time period. This is done due to of overlapping and this switching is very fast which appears to be a jump from one cell to another however it can not be taken as the movement of the user. This phenomenon is known as cell oscillation.
It is of due importance that LAC in any GSM network is organized in way that it can provide all the services available through GSM network to every connected mobile station. This depends on number of user density in area, messaging service, GPRS service; value added services and many other parameters. This LAC is quite dense in the urban areas where cells are likely to be overlapped for load balancing and quality of services, while in rural area this can be wider but not more than the 35km where user density is less. So it is equally useful to utilize the CGI information i.e. LAC and Cell ID for the retrieval of geolocation as a latitude and longitude corresponding to every Cell ID through publically available Cell Id databases.
Use of semantic information for missing values
Reality mining dataset carries the semantic information of the location as well as a human readable tags e.g. Home, Lab, Club, Airport etc. The main assumption in this regard is that even a location is semantically tagged by the user as significant place it can have different Cell IDs every time user visit it, as discussed before in section 3.1 because of overlapping cells oscillation phenomena. This determines that nearby cells can be clustered together and can be assigned to a single Semantic location. This cluster information can be used for exact spatial information extraction beside resolution of cell tower oscillation problem (This is beyond the topic of this paper however this is a part of our Mobility profile building project).
We have developed a semantic based clustering algorithm to resolve this problem. Let us define the set of all locations to be L and set of all cells to be C. We define two mappings Ø andΨ. Ø:L C such that Ø(lk)={ ci ϵ C | ci contains lk } where lk ϵL whereas Ψ:C L such that Ψ (cj)={ lp ϵ L | lp is in cj }. Now we choose a location say l q and we calculate Ø( l q )={c i q }. Next for every c i q , we calculate Ψ(c i q )={l i q }. we sort c i q 's according to |Ψ (c j )| and then store this sorted data aginst l q . we also store |Ø( l q )| against l q . The pseudo code of the algorithms is as: The main reason to cluster the semantically tagged location is to make the data consistent for the mobility profile building as this can resolve two main problems i.e.
Location extraction for missing cells
Any mobility data collected grows older over time due to of fast growth in GSM network, many cells are redefined as a result they can not be retrieved from the publically available Cell ID databases, so these missing Cell IDs can be cross checked from the clusters generated through the above algorithm. If these missing Cells are present in the cluster they can be replaced with their neighboring Cell IDs for the extraction of location along with their semantic tagging easily.
Cell switching and oscillation resolution
As discussed earlier in section 3.1 the cell oscillation is trivial problem for determination of significant place during the mobility profile building, even a stationary mobile station can be miss treated as moving because of Cell ID switching. However this problem can be resolved through above mentioned clustering technique, for example if there is rapid change in the Cell IDs over a certain period of time in the mobility path of the subject we can determine the sequence of oscillation pairs from it and then it can easily be checked whether in any of the generated cluster these pairs fall under same semantically tagged location or not, if they fall under same location this means the subject is stationary ( Due to of topic restriction cell oscillation is not discussed in detail here).
Significance of location
During the mobility path building process the determination of significance parameter is an important task, however in the mentioned algorithm it is done somehow by assigning the frequency of any Cell ID in the data. For example if the subject is a student and spend most of his time in the school where most of building are in vicinity of each other like Laboratory, Canteen, Play ground there is great chance that one Cell ID can appear for multiple significant locations due to of overlapped cells. The frequency computed in the step 2 of the algorithm can be used for determination of significant places during mobility profile building. While the step 4 is also important as it will allow us to determine the number of cells associated with this location, for example if a Cell ID is present in more than one cluster we can choose a cluster with high number of location identifier during profile building process because it is more dense location.
Removal of spatial outliers
As mentioned before due of fast growth in GSM network many of the cells are reused and due to of its spatial nature, data collected can have spatial outlier which can lead to irregular trajectory or mobility profile building. For the removal of such outliers we can use the spatial clustering technique. As the data is Spatial in nature and dense, it is different from the non-spatial data so we can not apply typical clustering techniques on it. However spatial data has one most important parameter i.e. distance attribute which can be used for its relative position determination in the space between neighboring points [31] . Over the period of time many clustering algorithms are developed for removal of outliers [32] but most of these algorithms are shape dependent or need user defined parameters.
As discussed in the section 3.1 location area is most important part of any GSM network as this is planned by the operator in such a way that density of Mobile station is covered equally and efficiently. This planning is dependent on the density of mobile stations, text messages, GPRS and other services [33] .
While in case of the dense data it is recommended to use Euclidean distance for similarity measure which quite acceptable in the given situation where data is dense and spatial in nature with an obvious attribute of distance [34] . As most of the previous work done in this regard is dependent on the user behavior or trajectory data which provide the additional determination parameters like time of stay, position change, signal power measurements etc [35] [36] [37] [38] , our work is different in this regard as we are not considering the user trajectory or behavioral data at this point, we tried to filter out the raw GSM location data so that it can later be used for mobility profile building. We are not using any other attribute but only the location information of GSM data for outlier detection and removal. Let C= {c 1 , c 2 , …,c n } be the set of cell id's in a specific location area. Algorithm: Locality based clustering algorithm 1.1 Select complete list of unique location area codes from the subject data 1.2 Consider every location area code as a cluster and repeat the step 1-7 for every location area 1. List all the cell ids under the specified location area 2. Calculate the Euclidean distance between cell ids for similarity measure 3. Consider each cell id as a sub-cluster 4. Repeat until single sub-cluster with maximum locations is generated 5. Merge two similar sub-clusters depend on their distance measure 6. Update the Euclidean distance measurements for all sub-clusters under the location area 7. Use the distance parameter to define the clusters and pruning 8. Assign the sub cluster with highest location points to the location area as its representative
This algorithm makes sure that all the locations represented by the location area are true, dense and outlier free. As each sub-cluster generated in step 4-6 is true representative of dense location within the location area, so at step 7-8 only single true most dense representative is assigned to the location area on every iteration. While the Euclidean distance determines that the location points linked or merged together are similar which ensures the removal of any spatial outlier form the data. This algorithm ensures that during the mobility profile building these clusters can be used as clean & outlier free set of unique locations (We are considering the profile building as our next step in our framework so it is out of scope of this work).
Google API and My Location (Beta) service
Open Cell ID database [39]with more than worldwide 620,000 unique cells, CellDB [40] with 180,000 cells and CellSpotting.com [41] with 111,000 cells are publically available databases for Cell IDs, however they differ in term of number of stored cells, data access methodology and content source. While Ericson Cell ID look-up API [42] and Location-API.com [43] are "crowd-sourced" based Cell ID databases, consist of around 7 Million Cell IDs each which are gathered thorough GPS. Main problem with these Cell ID databases is that they are sparse or have limited coverage. In this scenario the Google Cell ID database is more fit to any problem of Cell ID relative longitude and latitude coordinates retrieval.
Google inc. in 2007 went "crowd sourced" by introducing the Beta version of My location [44] service which works well enough for Cell Global Identity (CGI) information. This CGI information is sent to the Google API i.e. www.google.com/glm/mmap , which provides the longitude and latitude values of location to which CGI belongs to. Beside this location request method many work has been done regarding the direct use of Google API for the translation of CGI [45, 46] into latitude and longitude coordinates.
Dataset
Dataset for the proposed analysis is selected from Reality Mining Project group of MIT Media labs [47] . This data is collected over duration of 9 months involving the 100 people. Data is collected using the mobile set of Nokia 6600 with installed software to capture the continuous log recording of cell tower transitions along with other useful data.
As there is no GPS in the Nokia 6600 so only representation for location is Cell ID. However software provides the facility to the user to give a semantic name to a particular location through prompting. The total activity span is 350K hours and the size of database is approximately 1GB. This makes the Reality mining dataset a potential research source for extraction of mobility trends. But this data has partial location information i.e.
MCC and MNC is not available for privacy reasons so it makes the dataset trivial to retrieve exact location of the user. However semantic tagging is available for some of the location by the users.
Experiments and results
As mentioned we have chosen the reality mining dataset for our experimental purposes. The results are as under.
Observing the semantic tagging by user
As discussed in previous sections our methodology depends on semantic tagging by the user to generate the missing values. We took the sample data of user X for this purpose. In reality mining dataset the semantic location information is present in s(n).cellnames table. We carried out the Algorithm 1 devised in section 3.2 on the table data and determined the Cells associated with the Semantic location and also computed their weight by calculating the number of cells associated. While on other hand we have calculated the number of location a particular Cell is holding to determine its significance in the dataset.
For user X we determined that total number of distinct locations is 75 which are used for the determination of cells associated with each location. During analysis we found that some locations are quite dense and are contains multiple cell ids associated with them so this information support our algorithmic assumption. For example in analysis we observed that locations "Home" and "Airport" are identified by 4 Cells each so these 4 Cells are in vicinity and can be associated to a single location cluster.
Later on if the coordinate value of one of them is not retrieved through the Cell Id i.e. Google Cell ID database we can use the coordinate value of the other Cells in same cluster for concise mobility representation. However the same set of cells can also be used for cell oscillation problem resolution, if there is rapid switching of cells at a particular span of time during mobility building of the user, we can check the switching pair whether it is the same pair of cells as appeared in the clusters or not, if it is same, it is obvious user is stationary and residing on the same location or semantically tagged location.
Tabel 1 shows information about some of the semantic locations tagged by the user along with the number of cells that are observed on it. Table 2 represents the some of the information about the particular cell that how many time it is been observed at different locations where each Cell represents LAC and Cell ID. 
Location retrieval with Google API
As discussed earlier the reality mining dataset contains incomplete information i.e. MCC and MNC is missing in the locations headers, So it is only LAC and Cell ID which can be used for the location tracking. However during our experiment we observed that LAC and Cell ID is enough to collect the location information as Google Cell ID database is crowd source based and LAC is uniquely distributed among the operators in one country (As . Initially the total number of unique cell Ids against the user X can be determined from the table s(n).all_locs, which are 1744 for the subject under observation. When the Google cell Id database was requested thorough the batch tool developed in python using the Google Location APIs to fetch the location information, 680 cells are retrieved. Which are about 39% of the total number of unique cells observed against the user X. As the GSM network is changed over the time and most of the LAC are relabeled or reused resulting in change of Cell Ids and non-retrieval of location information. One main reason of this missing information is development of 3G networks also across the USA over last years and the reality mining dataset is almost 7 years old. However our assumption made in section 3.1 about the GSM network architecture is dealt well enough because we retrieved the location information only using the LAC and Cell ID as LAC is most important unit in any GSM network. After retrieving this information we implemented our semantic tagged based algorithm presented in section 3.2 on the missing values (in our case Google returned (0,0) information against these set of values), we retrieved the location information of additional 88 cells so total number of cells retrieved with location information are 768 which are 43% of the uniquely observed cells against user X. These results support our assumption made in section 3.2 that the semantic location information can be used for missing values retrieval. This retrieval ratio directly corresponds to the number of tagged locations if the number of tagged location is high there is high possibility of retrieval of missing locations, which is quite low in our observed case i.e. 75 . The table 3 represents the consolidated information regarding the observations made during experiment. 5.3 Removal of spatial outliers:
As discussed and presented in section 3.3 we implemented our proposed algorithm on the retrieved cells to remove the outliers from the dataset. As per our assumption we declared the minimum threshold of 10 Cells in one location to consider it as a cluster. As the basic similarity measure is Euclidian distance it worked well enough for dense mobility data regardless of its limitation over high distant objects for plane surface as the distance between cells in one LAC is not too high. So after applying the algorithm we finally retrieved the 698 cells which are 41% of total unique cells visited by the user. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the spatial extraction of the retrieved cells on Google map. The map shows the distribution of location over many regions on the map not limited to USA only. However these locations are thickly populated or dense in some areas in USA like.
But these 698 cells are cleaned and there are no spatial outliers in it. We observed two false negative with same LAC because of missing MNC and MCC information in it along with expected change in GSM network for up gradation and re arrangement. The raw location information extracted from the Google API is plotted in Fig. 5 this shows the spatial outliers quite clearly in it where the data is distributed in some places unevenly. However in Fig. 6 the data is plotted after clustering where spatial outliers are removed from the data using the proposed clustering algorithms. The figure shows the consolidated and more denser form of the same data where points are not scattered from the center. The figure 5 and 6 shows that the spatial outliers are obvious in the GSM data and can lead to inconsistent results while mobility profile building. Figure 6 shows only those cells which are clustered well enough to a specific location area. However each location area is thickly populated and carries immense cells to be considered as valid location. While Fig.7 shows the complete clustering results where green spots represents the clustered locations and red spots represents the outliers which are removed through the clustering algorithm. These clustered locations ensure the concise and complete mobility profile building in later stage. We have computed the Hausdorff Distance which well known used in shape similarity measurements, we infact used Directional Hausdorff Distance in our experiment to find out the exact results regarding covered area and shape similarity. Where Hausdorff Distance calculate the distance between two sets of points, X and Y (which could be two trajectories) in two dimensions in our case these are matrices X ( ,m) is the distance of the nth point in X from the mth point in Y. After retrieving the matrix containing the Hausdorff Distance measurements of two sets we plotted it on its axis. The Fig 11. Shows the plot result for the matrix which si again a straight line that shows that area covered by two point sets are similar and reliable so the set of coordinates retrieved through the clustering of Cell Ids are more reliable in term of mobility profile building. Additionally they are outlier free and compact in nature with more concise area coverage. 
Conclusion and future work:
In this paper our work mainly focused on the data preprocessing so that spatial information can be collected efficiently and precisely from the raw GSM mobility data without exploiting the user activity data which is used in most of previous works mentioned earlier. We resolved three main problem i.e. location information extractions by using semantic tag information, spatial outlier removal and partial resolution of cell oscillation problem using the raw GSM data. This resulting data offers possible investigation of interesting human behaviors i.e. mobility profile building, social network analysis, geographical proximity detection, route prediction.
In our future work we will work on Cell oscillation problem to extract the most significant places from the user activity data. After extracting these significant places we are interested to build up the user mobility profile over period of time for possible usage of user similarity measurements.
As the data contains the location information, activity information and time stamps so this data can be used for all kind of potential mobility applications.
